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Abstract - A network programming protocols provide an efficient way to update program 
images running on sensor nodes without having physical access to them. Securing these 
updates, however, remains a challenging and important issue, given the open environment 
where sensor nodes are often deployed. Several approaches addressing these issues have 
been reported, but their use of cryptographically strong protocols means that their 
computational costs (and hence, power consumption and communication costs) are 
relatively high. I propose a novel scheme to secure a multihop network programming 
protocol through the use of multiple one-way hash chains. The scheme is shown to be lower 
in computational, power consumption and communication costs yet still able to secure 
multihop propagation of program images. 

Features:
� A cost-effective security scheme for network programming.
� Power consumption evaluation.
� A simple but effective method to counter tunnel (wormhole) attack.
� Immediate verification.
� Extensibility to other broadcast application in WSNs.                                                                              

 
I. INTRODUCTION

Network programming is becoming necessary for WSNs because there is always a need to 
fix bugs in program images or insert new functionalities after WSN is deployed in an 
evolving, dynamic environment. Early network programming protocols concentrated on 
reliable program image dissemination and minimal end-to-end update latency using 
distribution methods having epidemic-like characteristics. However, they provided no 
authentication or security mechanisms. The absence of authentication of the broadcast of 
program image means that a malicious node could install arbitrary program images in the 
sensor nodes. An adversary could just capture one sensor node, inject malicious program 
images into the network, and thereby take control of the entire WSN.

The goal of this project is to present a design and implementation for a new scheme to verify 
the authenticity and integrity of program updates in network programming protocols. Our 
work is motivated by the following challenges. First, as a significant class of WSN sensor 
nodes is resource-impoverished, traditional cryptographic schemes are impractical. For 
example, the Tmote has 10 KB RAM, 48 KB flash memory, 1 MB storage, and 250 kbps 
communication bandwidth. This is barely sufficient to execute traditional asymmetric
cryptography (e.g., RSA or Diffie and Hellman). It is important that a security scheme for 
WSNs should be low in power consumption and have low computational overhead. The 
second challenge arises from the open wireless environment in which WSNs are typically 
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deployed. Since program updates are also broadcast through the wireless medium, an 
adversary can readily intercept the program updates and attempt to forge a malicious 
program image while avoiding detection. Another complication arises from the way that
sensor nodes are deployed. 

Typically, these are left unattended after deployment, and as such are at risk of physical or 
functional capture. It is possible to physically secure a sensor network node against theft or 
tampering by a variety of means, but these physical approaches are outside the scope of this 
paper. This paper presents a scheme that is resilient against brute-force attack and node 
compromise.
 
1.1 OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT

I design, implement, and evaluate a novel scheme that meets the requirements of secrecy, 
authenticity, integrity, and freshness of broadcast messages in the context of a single-hop
wireless sensor network. The contributions are three-fold: first, I propose the use of time-
varying keys (based on a key-chain) for broadcast encryption, emphasizing advantages such 
as non-forge ability, protection against old-key compromise, and allowance for dynamic 
data. Second, I extend the basic key-chain mechanism to incorporate limited protection 
against key loss, allowing legitimate receivers to recover even if they have lost a small 
number of keys. Third, I prototype this scheme by incorporating it into Deluge, the network 
programming protocol distributed, and quantify its cost in terms of time.

1.2 BASIC CONCEPTS

1.2.1 User Profiles

� The user profile is represented as a set of categories, and for each category, a 
set of keywords with weights.

� The categories stored in the user profiles serve as a context to disambiguate 
user queries.

� The search can be narrowed down by providing suggested results according to 
the user preferred categories. 

User profiling strategies can be broadly classified into two main approaches: document-
based and concept based approaches.

1.2.1.1 Document-based methods

Focus on analyzing user’s clicking and browsing behaviors recorded in the user’s click 
through data. On web search engines, click through data are important implicit feedback 
mechanism from users. User’s document preferences are first extracted from the click 
through data, and then, used to learn the user behavior model which is usually represented as 
a set of weighted features. 

1.2.1.2 Concept-Based Methods

Concept based user profiling methods aim at capturing user’s conceptual needs. These 
methods automatically derive user’s topical interests by exploring the contents of the user’s 
browsed documents and search histories that are automatically mapped into a set of topical 
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categories. User profiles are created based on the user’s preferences on the extracted topical 
categories.

II. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

2.1 EXISTING SYSTEM

� A Network programming protocols concentrated on reliable program image 
dissemination and minimal end-to-end update latency using distribution methods 
having epidemic-like characteristics. However, they provided no authentication and 
security mechanisms.

� The absence of authentication of the broadcast of program image means that a 
malicious node could install arbitrary program images in the sensor nodes. An 
adversary could just capture one sensor node, inject malicious program images into 
the network, and thereby take control of the entire WSN.

2.2   PROPOSED SYSTEM

� This project is to present a design and implementation for a new scheme to verify 
the authenticity and integrity of program updates in network programming 
protocols.

� A significant class of WSN sensor nodes is resource-impoverished, traditional 
cryptographic schemes are impractical. It is important that a security scheme for 
WSNs should be low in power consumption and have low computational overhead.

� The open wireless environment in which WSNs are typically deployed. Since 
program updates are also broadcast through the wireless medium, an adversary can 
readily intercept the program updates and attempt to forge a malicious program 
image while avoiding detection. 

� Another complication arises from the way that sensor nodes are deployed. 
Typically, these are left unattended after deployment, and as such are at risk of 
physical or functional capture.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

3.1   MODULES

Module: 1 Packet preprocessing

In this module describes the packet preprocessing of the very first packet of program image. 
The omitted value of the first key chain is used to encrypt the next key element in the order 
of key dissemination (K1 in Figure 5.1). The encrypted result is the key update segment for 
the first hop group. Then, K1 is concatenated with P0 and the result is hashed, yielding the 
packet authentication segment. The key update segments and packet authentication segments 
for the successive hop groups are generated in the same way using their corresponding key 
chains. Finally, all these segments are concatenated with P0 as shown in Figure 5.3, giving 
the first packet to be transmitted. The way in which the key update and packet authentication 
segments are concatenated with the data packet is used in a countermeasure against tunnel 
attack. The above packet preprocessing procedure is repeated for successive packets in the 
image to be broadcast 
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Module: 2  Initialization and Key Predistribution

This scheme employs multiple one-way hash chains to secure the Deluge protocol (shown in 
the Figure 5.2). Hash chains1 are based on a function H with the property that its 
computation is easy, whereas its inverse H is extremely difficult to compute. A hash chain 
with length L is generated by applying H to an initial element repeatedly for L times. The 
last value after H has been applied L times is called the committed value of the hash chain. 
Before the sensor nodes are deployed, the base station constructs S hash chains. It generates 
S distinct random seed numbers and computes a one-way hash chain with length of L þ 1 
starting from each seed, predistribution will not incur the overhead of a Diffie-Hellman key 
exchange protocol , and .key agreement between the base station and all sensor nodes would 
require Diffie-Hellman exchanges for each node if the Diffie-Hellman approach is adopted. 

Module: 3   Security analysis

The nodes are assumed to be uniformly distributed. If an adversary wants to broadcast a 
malicious packet to k in our scheme successfully, it will have to compromise all the 
upstream neighbors of k. Otherwise, the compromised  node will not have enough time to 
forge a malicious packet to circumvent our scheme . Similarly, estimates the number of 
nodes (i.e. downstream neighbors in the Figure 5.3) that might be affected by node k if node 
k is compromised. Assume that the sensor nodes are uniformly distributed the estimated 
number of upstream neighbors of node.

Attacker model

An adversary may compromise and fully control a subset of the sensor nodes, enabling him 
to mount various kinds of attacks. For instance, he can inject false data packets into the 
network and disrupt local control protocols such as localization, time synchronization, and 
route discovery process. Furthermore, he can launch denial-of-service attacks by jamming 
the signals from benign nodes. However, we place some limits on the ability of the 
adversary to compromise nodes. Note that if the adversary can compromise major fraction 
nodes of the network, he will not need nor benefit much from the deployment of replicas. To 
amplify his effectiveness, the adversary can also launch a replica node attack, which is the 
subject of our investigation. Assume that the adversary can produce many replica nodes and 
that they will be accepted as a legitimate part of the network. Also assume that the attacker 
attempts to employ as many replicas of one or more compromised sensor nodes in the 
network as will be effective for his attacks. The attacker can allow his replica nodes to 
randomly move or he could move his replica nodes in different patterns in an attempt to 
frustrate for proposed scheme.

Module: 4 Packet verification

In this section, the packet verification for the first data packet destined to the first hop group 
will be described (Figure5.4). The verification of subsequent packets in the other hop groups 
uses the same procedure with keys corresponding to those that were used in the packet 
preprocessing. After the preprocessing of a packet and the respective concatenation is 
transmitted to nodes in the first hop group. After retrieving the correct group information 
from P00, the sensor nodes verify the key update segment and packet authentication 
segments
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Module 2

 
 

Figure 4.2: Initialization and Key Predistribution
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Module 4

 

Figure 4.4: Packet Verification

IV. CONCLUSION

An authentication scheme, to secure multihop network programming by using multiple one 
way hash chains. Instead of the expensive asymmetric cryptographic primitives used in 
much prior work, in my proposed system employs only cryptographic primitives, in a 
circular geographic node deployment model. A comprehensive performance evaluation of 
scheme in terms of end- to- end latency and power consumption, which this is the first 
power consumption evaluation of a security scheme for network programming protocols.
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